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Vipfan BE03 Bluetooth 5.0 Handset
The  Vipfan  BE03  Bluetooth  handset  is  designed  for  people  who  frequently  talk  on  the  phone.  The  10mm driver  provides  high  quality
sound, and the durable battery allows you to enjoy a long operating time. The product also provides unparalleled comfort.
 
Crystal clear sound
Enjoy crystal clear, natural sound when you're talking on the phone. The handset is equipped with a 10mm copper dynamic driver that
guarantees high-quality 360° surround sound and powerful, deep bass. Say goodbye to unpleasant rasps!
 
Dual noise cancellation
Now you can  talk  on  the  phone in  the  car,  on  the  bus  or  at  the  mall  without  any  disturbance.  The  BE03 handset  offers  double  noise
cancellation, so it effectively eliminates unnecessary background noise. This gives you the confidence that, regardless of the conditions,
you and your caller will hear each other perfectly!
 
Long operating time
Talk  on  the  phone  for  as  long  as  you  need.  The  handset  is  equipped  with  a  durable  battery  with  a  capacity  of  150mAh.  It  also  uses
advanced technologies that are responsible for optimizing its performance. As a result, it can provide a long operating time on a single
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charge.
 
Reliable connection
No more delays and other signal quality issues. The handset uses Bluetooth 5.0 technology, so it can provide a fast and stable wireless
connection. It is also distinguished by its resistance to interference. Say goodbye to limitations and enjoy freedom of movement!
 
Comfort of use
With the Vipfan BE03 you can talk on the phone for as long as you want without fear of fatigue. The handset fits perfectly in the ear and
does not fall  out of  it.  It  is  also incredibly lightweight and comfortable.  The ergonomic design ensures that the device does not cause
uncomfortable pressure or discomfort.
 
Brand
Vipfan
Name
Bluetooth Headset for HD Calls
Model
BE03
Color
White
Type
In-ear
Bluetooth version
5.0
Driver
10mm, dynamic, copper
Battery capacity
150mAh

Preço:

Antes: € 5.0061

Agora: € 4.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Earphones
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